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1. Introduction
Twenty-one years ago, a botched investigation of possible gun-law
violations by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF)1
culminated in a botched assaultive arrest attempt on February 28, 1993,
resulting in the deaths of four BATF agents and six Branch Davidians. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) then led a siege that ensued for fiftyone days, until the FBI used tanks to gas and destroy the building housing the
Davidians. The historic stand-off climaxed in a fire resulting in the deaths of
seventy-six additional Davidians, about one-third of them children.
Called “the largest massacre of Americans by American Feds since
1890 and the fireworks at Wounded Knee” 2 and the “deadliest law
enforcement operation in U.S. history,” 3 the incident partly inspired the homegrown terrorist bombing by Timothy McVeigh in Oklahoma City, taking an
additional 168 lives. There were investigations and reviews by the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches of government, as well as by nongovernmental scholars, journalists, protagonists, and others. Results are
summarized in David B. Kopel and Paul H. Blackman’s No More Wacos:
What’s Wrong with Federal Law Enforcement and How to Fix It (1997). A
critical examination of federal government actions at Waco was presented in
the Oscar-nominated/Emmy-Award-winning documentary, Waco: The Rules
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of Engagement (1997), by William Gazecki, Mike McNulty, and Dan
Gifford.4 What has been learned by and of the government since?
The Waco disaster represented just one of many ways in which the
federal government and some state or local law enforcement agencies have
been curtailing American rights and liberties in the name of “wars” against
crime, drugs, and terrorism. Thus, when we wrote about Waco in 1997, our
concluding chapter and first appendix were geared toward having “no more
Wacos.” The reforms we proposed were based on numerous other lawenforcement abuses noted by us and others during the final decades of the
twentieth century. So, in addition to looking at what may have been learned
about Waco in the past twenty years, and whether law enforcement has
changed, it is important to see whether law enforcement—for that matter, the
U.S. Congress, the President, and his advisors—learned anything about how
to fight crime without undermining the U.S. Constitution and killing innocent
people.
So in this article, we first summarize information that was learned
after the 1997 publication of our book. We then analyze how law enforcement,
especially federal law enforcement, has or has not changed since Waco.
2. What Has Been Learned Since 1997?
It now seems certain that the FBI was determined to launch an attack
on the Davidians’ home, no matter what. Two days before the final assault,
while secretly planting the “bugs” that would enable them to learn of the
planned fire, agents reportedly had the opportunity to capture Koresh but were
told not to do so. In addition, the FBI apparently knew of a water shortage at
the Davidians’ Mt. Carmel house that would soon have ended the siege,
suggesting that the April 19 assault did not even shorten the siege by much. 5
The FBI had always claimed that at no time during the fifty-one-day
siege or the final assault did they use arms (other than CS chemical warfare
gas) against the Davidians. But evidence was later developed indicating that
the FBI had used two types of arms: firearms and incendiary pyrotechnic
devices.
Regarding the firearms, FLIR (Forward-Looking Infra-Red) tapes of
the action on April 19 showed flashes which experts interpreted as evidence of
gun fire, including machine-gun fire. To some extent, the FBI could claim
authorization for shooting at the Branch Davidians, since the Attorney
4
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General’s directive for the final assault called for increased use of force if the
CS gas attack that began that morning resulted in Davidian gunfire—a
response expected apparently by everyone except Attorney General Janet
Reno. The FBI continues to deny having resorted to gunfire, and
“independent” reviewers continue to cover it up, but the surviving Davidians
noted it as a reason that they were slow—and for many, unable—to leave the
compound despite the misery caused by the CS gas and the danger of the
tanks and fire destroying the structure. 6
In 1999, it was revealed that spent cartridges for incendiary devices
were found near the premises of the house used by the FBI during the siege. 7
The FBI finally admitted that contrary to Attorney General Reno’s
congressional testimony in 1995 (when she was accompanied by FBI officials
who knew the truth and were there to feed her any necessary details), during
the morning of the final siege, incendiary devices were fired at the Branch
Davidians. The FBI probably accurately denies that the devices caused the
fire. But, by 1995, it had been established that the FBI knew that the
Davidians were planning, if attacked, to have flammable material spread out
for eventual lighting by Koresh’s so-called Mighty Men. At best, such
foreknowledge indicates a reckless disregard of whether the incendiary
devices would ignite the Davidians’ flammable materials, even as tanks
systematically destroyed the structure, closing off escape routes the Davidians
attempted to use to flee the conflagration. Many dead bodies were found near
exits that had been destroyed by the tanks. 8
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Attorney General Reno announced that she was shocked to learn of
the use of the incendiary devices,9 and promptly called for another
“independent” review of her department. This review would be headed by
former Senator John Danforth, who was reportedly also being considered as a
possible Republican Vice-Presidential nominee, and thus anxious quickly to
finish his review and clearly not interested in publicly siding with a sexualpredator-led violent “cult.” Danforth’s reported goal was to water down the
61% of the public that believed the government was at fault in Waco.10
Danforth’s top aide, chosen by Reno, was Edward Dowd, who, as a
U.S. Attorney in Missouri, had apparently illegally—but with the Attorney
General’s permission—used his office to campaign in favor of gun control on
a state referendum,11 a serious potential bias in a case that began as an effort
to enforce federal gun laws.
Danforth and Dowd didn’t side with the Davidians. The review found
nothing substantively untoward about the FBI’s actions, except for its failure
in a timely fashion to reveal the use of the pyrotechnic devices. This lack of
timely disclosure led to the prosecution of the whistleblower who eventually
reported it, apparently because his whistle-blowing made the Department of
Justice’s defense in the civil trial more difficult.12
Based on the FLIR tapes, the Danforth Commission also reviewed
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the allegations of shots being fired on the morning of April 19, but dismissed
them, hiring an outside consulting firm to review the allegations. But the
independent review was by a consulting firm dependent upon various federal
agencies, including the White House, for its work. The tests were private, and
the report concluded that no shots were fired by the FBI at the Davidians.
Danforth also was unable to find a plan to demolish the building, even though
that had long since been established. Other experts reported that over 200
shots were fired by the FBI on April 19.13
3. The Davidians’ Civil Lawsuit
For years, some of the most important evidence was kept concealed.
Much of the evidence was in the custody of the Texas Department of Public
Safety, but officially under the control of the federal government. So persons
seeking to look at the evidence were told by the state that the material wasn’t
under its control, so the state had no authority to allow access to the evidence.
Persons going to the federal government were told that it didn’t have the
evidence in question. To documentary filmmaker Mike McNulty, this Catch22 looked like a cover-up.14
The Davidians’ civil lawsuit was also thwarted by the poor behavior
of the federal judge who tried the case. The judge assigned to the Davidians’
civil suit against the U.S. government was the same jurist who presided over
the criminal trials of some of the surviving Davidians.
Judge Walter Smith had the advantage of being already familiar with
the case, but the Davidians saw him as biased and sought his recusal, which he
refused. Part of the bias consisted in the incongruous sentencing at the Branch
Davidians’ trial, resulting from the trial jury’s misunderstanding of apparently
rather shoddy—or biased—judicial instructions. The jury had acquitted the
Davidians of the underlying felonies they were charged with using firearms to
commit, and yet had convicted them of using machine-guns in the acquitted
“crimes.” As clearly established through later information uncovered by
attorneys involved in the civil suit and supported by the documentaries, there
was only one use of a machine-gun against the BATF’s raiders, and its user, as
BATF information showed, was quickly killed. In violation of the Supreme
Court’s Brady rule and other requirements that prosecutors reveal exculpatory
information to the defense, perjured testimony was used to suggest that the
13
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individual defendants in the criminal case had used machine-guns.15
Judge Smith sentenced some Davidians for using machine-guns in
the commission of felonies they were acquitted of having committed.
Eventually, the Supreme Court reversed these excessive sentences,
unanimously holding that only a trier of fact (the jury) could make the
determinations which Judge Smith had wrongly made in his sentencing
decision.16
In the civil trial, Judge Smith could claim that he was being fair since
he ordered a great deal of information be discoverable by the Davidians’
various attorneys. The appearance was deceptive since Smith then declined to
give the attorneys enough preparation time to evaluate the mass of material.
This curtailment limited the time they were allotted in court so that little of the
material could be offered into evidence. The judge also severely constricted
the amount of time allotted the Davidians for presenting their case and their
ability to use the testimony of expert witnesses. Unsurprisingly, Judge Smith
dismissed the civil suit.17
4. David Hardy’s Research
The year 2001 saw the release of another book summarizing the case
against the government and its treatment of David Koresh and his Branch
Davidians: This Is Not an Assault: Penetrating the Web of Official Lies
Regarding the Waco Incident, by David T. Hardy with Rex Kimball. The title
was based on the loudspeaker announcement to the Branch Davidians as the
final assault on their home began on the morning of April 19; the title
highlighted the ease of discovering the lies that the government told, quite
literally loud and clear. Hardy and Kimball’s book provides more evidence of
the overly aggressive and seriously flawed initial BATF assault on the
Davidians’ Mt. Carmel home. To begin with, the helicopter chief and the
ground command were initially unable to communicate since they were using
different frequencies. The panicked effort for the helicopters to be involved
leads to some evidence that the first shot was fired from the helicopters;
earlier critics had found indications that the first shot was fired by BATF
agents attacking the Davidians’ dogs. One way or another, it appears that
BATF fired first, contrary to its assertions that the Davidians were the
aggressors. Hardy and Kimball’s book also notes how members of the House
15
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committee investigating the incident were, like Danforth, not interested in
criticizing government law enforcement or appearing to side with Koresh at a
time when Republicans were hoping to take back the White House. The 1995
House Committee hearings, at which the Republicans attacked federal law
enforcement and Democrats defended it, did not pay off in the 1996 elections.
So when in 1999 the House Government Reform Committee said that it would
investigate the new evidence about Waco, the Committee eventually belittled
its own expert, Carlos Ghigliotti, who had found massive FBI shooting at the
Davidians, preventing women and children from leaving Mt. Carmel. The
House committee instead attempted to seize and destroy their expert’s
preliminary reports—a copy of which the expert had supplied to Hardy prior
to the expert’s unexpected death. 18
5. Did the Government Learn Anything from Waco?
It is difficult to determine what lessons the government may have
learned from the Waco incident. That there have been no more Wacos is due
primarily to a diminished governmental interest in violently harassing oddball Protestant sects, “gun nuts” associated with right-wing “militia”
movements, and the like. The hostility toward the due process of law has
instead been associated with adding a new “war on terror” to the existing “war
on drugs.” Waco assuredly taught no important government personnel that
abusing constitutional protections accorded by the First, Fourth, Fifth, or Sixth
Amendments was bad policy.
The Waco disaster began with a sloppy investigation, which
nonetheless led to a warrant’s being issued for Koresh’s arrest, and for the
seizure of evidence against him. The warrant was obtained far too easily. It
involved old information from biased informants, rubber-stamped by a
magistrate with little apparent understanding of what it meant. And the assault
occurred essentially without warning—essentially an unapproved “no-knock”
warrant service by means of a violent assault.19 Nothing about that has
changed. Sloppily produced warrants are still generally accepted for no-knock
searches, as are the results of the ensuing searches. Even if a warrant is
invalid, Congress has, to some extent, curbed the exclusionary rule regarding
useful evidence in terrorist cases. When a law enforcement officer searches
improperly, the evidence is inadmissible, but if he can trick a judge into
improperly issuing a warrant, the judicial branch has almost always found that
satisfactory. As with other improper actions, one problem in even recognizing
the extent of the problem is that if the unjustified search fails to produce
18
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evidence and thus a criminal action, the improperly searched party is not
about to waste time suing about the improper warrant—and would be hardpressed to succeed, since judges, unlike police officers, have almost total
immunity against such suits.20
There is some irony in the move toward allowing the issuance of
warrants without any serious effort to determine whether probable cause has
actually been found. And that is that the wars on crime, drugs, and terror have
been accompanied by a steady increase in the ability of law enforcement to
snoop without having a warrant. The 2013 revelations by Edward Snowden
did not reveal a sharp break with past practices, but rather an intensification of
practices which preceded the Barack Obama and George W. Bush
administrations.
In our 1997 book, we noted plans in the mid-1990s to increase
wiretaps by 130% by 2004, and also noted efforts to get information from
credit card companies, financial reporting services, and the like without
warrants. Around the time of Waco, Congress was expanding the abilities of
law enforcement to snoop by requiring that telecommunications carriers make
their systems wiretap-friendly, with the Federal Communications Commission
giving the FBI even more power by expanding the mandate to broadband
email and voice Internet providers.
Former requirements that intelligence gathering require “specific and
articulable facts” to tie an individual to foreign powers or agents for foreign
powers have been watered down so that the snooping is legitimate if relevant
to an authorized investigation regarding terrorism or secret intelligence. The
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1994, as amended, has drastically
expanded the power of the government to search websites, emails, and other
documents, often with no particular tie to terrorism, but just some vague
“significant purpose” in ordinary criminal investigations. 21
Until very recently, Congress and the President have made it clear
that they want to expand the ability of federal authorities to snoop without
warrants, claiming that the existence of some arrests arising from a huge
number of searches validates violation of traditional civil liberties. Since there
is no need for the surveilled to be notified, it is unclear whether surveillance
laws can ever be challenged, since there is minimal ability to prove standing
to sue. Also undermining protections from unreasonable searches and seizures
is that, for some terrorism cases, Congress has restricted the exclusionary
rule.22
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We thought that statutes were needed to forbid spying on peaceful
religious groups, and that undercover agents should be forbidden to entrap
persons into committing crimes. Law enforcement has curtailed such efforts
involving Mormons and some fundamentalist Protestant sects. But 9/11 gave
law enforcement carte blanche to go after Muslims. There have been, to be
sure, radical Muslims worthy of investigation—just as there have been radical
Jews similarly worthy of investigation, like the late Rabbi Meir Kahane. But
law enforcement has not limited itself to investigating them. Using social
media, it has attempted to recruit them for criminal violence that, on their
own, they may not have seriously contemplated, such as conspiring to bomb
synagogues, subways, and financial and governmental buildings. Law
enforcement has also spied on religious groups on the chance that radicals
might act like the police and infiltrate such apparently innocuous things like
Muslim clubs on college campuses despite a total lack of evidence that the
groups are involved in any unlawful activities. 23
One lesson clearly not learned was the potential danger of inviting
the military to assist in domestic law enforcement.
The Posse Comitatus Act (1878) has served to keep law enforcement
efforts less militaristic. At Waco, military assistance, achieved with bogus
allegations of the drug exemption from the Posse Comitatus Act, made both
the arrest and siege into military operations, slighting concerns for innocent
civilians. Even before foreign terrorist attacks succeeded horribly on
September 11, 2001, efforts had been made in Congress to expand the drugpp. 141, 159-63, and 196-203; Robert Barnes, “Challenge to wiretap law divides
Supreme Court: Can anyone every contest measure?: Secrecy creates a catch-22,
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trafficking exemption to a terrorist exemption as well. September 11 led to
expanding the use of military if allegations include suspicion of foreignterrorist operations. The claim is that the Posse Comitatus Act is not violated
by such operations because counter-terrorism is a military rather than a lawenforcement operation—although the ensuing prosecutions are for ordinary
Title 18 crimes.
Also being used for such law enforcement is the National Security
Agency, where spying on Americans in America is legal in the minds of the
government because the information used to justify the spying was seized
overseas.24
In conclusion, during the past two decades, a fair amount has been
learned about how botched was the federal operation, from the outset of an
investigation into fairly non-consequential gun-law paperwork problems, to
what seems to many of us to have been a colossal crime by the FBI. (The
precise crime and its perpetrators may be difficult to identify, but the FBI
knew that an assaultive attack on the Branch Davidians would result in dozens
of deaths, including of innocent women and children, and probably took steps
to maximize the mayhem.)
Our proposals for improving law enforcement were based on the
constitutional protections to be accorded not just the Koreshes and Branch
Davidians of the country, but persons of all political and religious persuasions
or lack thereof. The proposals were aimed at fulfilling the Magna Carta’s goal
of no freeman being “in any way ruined . . . save by lawful judgement of his
peers or by the law of the land.”
During the Waco siege, Steve Schneider had told FBI negotiators that
“people here believe that that agency [the BATF] came here with actually the
intention of murder”; on the twentieth anniversary of Waco, Senator Rand
Paul was complaining that the administration refused to say that the
government could not legally plot the assassination of an American on
American soil.25 In some ways, that is understandable. Neither the goals nor
the proposals that we made to ensure that would not again happen, have been
of any noticeable concern to federal law enforcement or to the legislative,
executive, or judicial branches to which they are answerable. 26
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